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During a human-robot collaboration task, our goal is to
detect contact points between a human and the robot and
to identify the Cartesian force exchanged during the contact
without using a force sensor. We use a method that can be
interpreted as a virtual force sensor: a model-based scheme
based on residuals detects physical contact and provides the
joint torques associated to the Cartesian force [1]; an external
depth sensor simultaneously identifies the human part in
contact with the robot and the location of contact along the
robot arm.

In our pHRI control framework [2], we define two types of
contacts: intentional soft contacts, when the human intends to
physically collaborate with the robot, and accidental contacts,
when the robot must react to guarantee a safe human-robot
coexistence. We focus here on human-robot collaboration in
which intentional contacts occur only between the human
hands and the robot. However, it is easy to extend the
approach to consideration of the whole human body.

The algorithm tracks the human hands [3] using the depth
image of the scene, as provided by a Kinect sensor .A
filter is used to remove the 3D model of the robot from
the image. This operation is done by rendering the URDF
robot model in the 3D depth scene, see Fig. 1, based on the
joint position provided by the robot, and then exploiting the
graphic card rendering capability [4]. This step is needed to
avoid ambiguities between the robot and the human hand
when they get very close.

Fig. 1. Example of collaboration task: Depth image, with robot filtered
out and estimated contact point highlighted in red (left); RGB image (right)

The collaboration phase is activated when a soft contact
is detected [5]. This information by suitably filtering the
signal obtained from the FastResearchInterface of the KUKA
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controller. This vector signal r implements the residual-based
collision detection/isolation method of [1], and provides an
estimation of the joint contact torques τ c = JT (q)F c due
to the external (Cartesian) contact force F c.

The minimum distance between the robot and a human
hand is obtained in real time by using the rendered 3D model
of the robot. When contact is detected, our algorithm uses
this information to identify whether one hand (and which) is
in contact, and also the contact point on the robot surface.
We are able then to compute the 3 × n Jacobian Jh(q)
associated to the hand contact point. Thus, the Cartesian
force is estimated using the Jacobian pseudoinverse as

F̂ c =
(
JT

h (q)
)#

r. (1)

Experiments have been performed on the KUKA LWR-
IV manipulator with n = 7 joints, under a control cycle
of 5 ms. The Kinect captures a 640x480 depth image with
a frequency of 30 Hz. Figure 2 shows the time profile of
the estimated Cartesian force components associated to the
contact in Fig. 1 and expressed in the base robot frame.

Fig. 2. Estimated Cartesian force components associated to Fig. 1

Note that all forces lying in the kernel of the transposed
Jacobian, i.e., those absorbed by the robot structure, cannot
be detected by the residual r and will not be estimated. We
have used the estimated contact force within different control
strategies in human-robot cooperation, such as admittance
and impedance control realized at the contact point.
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